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: Clustering is one among the data mining technique for diversity range of applications. One of the Abstract

main advantages is the capability to work on datasets with minimum or with no prior knowledge and 

therefore builds clustering realistic for real world applications. Nowadays, high dimensional data has 

increased the interest of database researchers because of its new demanding brought to the community. 

Clustering involves high dimensional spaces and produces detail to its adjacent neighbor which in turn move 

towards its space to the outermost reports. In this type of clustering, issues resulting in the space between two 

reports of the same cluster have to approach the space between the two reports of different clusters. 

Traditional clustering methods may not proceed in a way that distinguish the exact clusters and provide the 

accuracy during the process of retrieval of data. The results of clustering have to be evaluated by discovering 

the optimal number of clusters that fits the given data set. Clustering objects in high dimensional spaces 

controls the grouping of objects in subspaces that are of different dimensions. The trial-and-error method 

may fail due to the complexities ranging from predefining number of clusters during the initial stage is 

found difficult. Re-initialization at every phase raises the computational cost and the sparsity called as ‘curse 

of dimensionality’ is not addressed in a well defined manner.  

 1. INTRODUCTION  

 In view of the above flaws observed, a new algorithm called fuzzy subspace clustering algorithm 

was developed for grouping high-dimensional datasets and additionally an algorithm is designed for detecting 

the attacks based on Mahalanobis distance. Fuzzy techniques are employed for controlling and managing the 

indistinct boundaries of randomly oriented clusters. Though, traditional clustering algorithms have a tendency to 

decrease the high dimensional spaces because of inherent sparsity of data. [1] presented a modification in the 

function of Gustafson-Kessel clustering algorithm for planned. The clustering algorithm also  demonstrated the 

convergence of the resulting UCI data sets. Finally, it advised a method of enlarging  a rough set based 

algorithm.  

 Sharadh Ramaswamy&Kenneth Rose (2011) proposed an Adaptive Cluster Distance Bounding for 

High-Dimensional Indexing. In this paper, the author considered the solution for the problem related to 

similarity search in correlated and high-dimensional data sets, which was obtained using a clustering 

framework. With the introduction of clustering and inter-dimensional form of correlations, the author provided 

the most compact form for high-dimensional data set. The author presented a different form of cluster-adaptive 

distance using the hyperplane boundaries of Voronoi clusters that provided a solution to the cluster based index 

which enabled spatial type of filtering. The advantage of the method was its minimal preprocessing storage 

overhead and its application to the euclidean and Mahalanobis similarity measures. But, optimizing the cluster 

bounds remained an open issue. 

 In case of traditional clustering, the purpose of discrete dimensional projected clustering algorithms 

is to combine the objects results in formation of clusters with increasing quality. Though, the traditional 

functions are employed for calculating the cluster quality which may fail to suit in expected case. So, the 
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algorithm chooses few attribute values for each cluster that may be insufficient for clustering the reports 

properly (Mohamed Bouguessa&Shengrui Wang2009). 

 Simultaneously, a small standard space connecting attribute values in a cluster denotes the related 

reports admit on a small range of values that generates the reports which are easily limited. A large number of 

chosen attributes value in the reports are similar towards a high dimensional, as a result they are extremely 

realistic to the same real cluster. Lastly, a large number of reports in the cluster indicate the existence chosen 

attribute value for high support and it is impossible for the small distance that happens only by possibility.  

 These indicators are for high-quality multiple clusters, however needs a tradeoff for connecting 

them. For a specified set of reports, it chooses only the attribute values which are susceptible to produce the 

normal space among reports, with smaller amount attributes being chosen. Likewise for a space obligation, 

placing more reports inside a cluster increases the average number of attribute value selected.  

 Enrico Bertini et al (2011) presented a systematization of techniques which employs a quality 

metrics to support in the visual examination of significant patterns in high-dimensional data. Differential 

Evolution (DE) is an algorithm for evolutionary optimization. The issues of clustering  are answered by means 

of DE based clustering methods however these techniques does not locate the clusters unseen in subspaces of 

high dimensional datasets. Subspace and projected clustering methods are planned to locate subspace clusters 

that exists in subspaces of dataset.  

 Satish Gajawada&Durga Toshniwal (2012) presented VINAYAKA, a semi-supervised projected 

clustering method based on Differential Evolution. In this method DE improves a hybrid cluster validation 

index with two combined models. Subspace Clustering Quality Estimate (SCQE index) is employed for internal 

cluster validation and Gini index gain employed for external cluster validation that are functions based on 

Wisconsin breast cancer dataset. With the derived values from Davies-Bouldin index, SCQE index was defined. 

SCQE index was designed to compute the clustering quality of clustering methods which searches subspace 

clusters. 

 Hierarchical clustering is the most significant tasks in data mining. But, the existing hierarchical 

clustering algorithms takes much time and contains low clustering quality due to avoiding of certain types of 

constraints. GuoYan Hanget al (2009), presented a Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm based on K-means with 

Constraints (HCAKC). In HCAKC, in order to enhance the efficiency of clustering, improved Silhouette is 

described for deciding the optimal number of clusters. Furthermore, to enhance the hierarchical clustering 

quality, the existing pairwise must-link and cannot-link restrictions that are designed to modernize the cohesion 

matrix between clusters. To adapt the similarity metric to deal with the restriction violation, the penalty factor is 

designed. HCAKC has less computational difficulty and improved clustering quality in relation to the existing 

algorithm. 

 K-Means is one of the essential clustering algorithms that are generally employed in many 

applications, but it fails to determine subspace clusters. Shanmugapriya &Punithavalli (2012), designed an 

algorithm called Modified Projected K-Means Clustering Algorithm with Effective Distance Measure to 

simplify K-Means algorithm with the aim of handling the high dimensional data. The result verifies the k-means 

algorithm resulted with enhanced clustering accuracy and very less execution time than the Standard K-Means 

and General K-Means algorithms. 

 Jegatha Deborahet al (2010) presented a brief explanation of the mathematical working of few 

cluster validity indices. But, it does not categorize all the indicesand lastly searches the ideas for the future 

promotion of the work in the area of cluster validation. Survey by Hans Peter Kriegel  

et al (2009), explained  
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i) Various problem definitions connected with subspace clustering,  

ii) Specific difficulties met in the field of research, 

iii) Unreliable assumptions, heuristics and intuitions forming the basis of various approaches and  

iv) How several prominent solutions deal with various problems  

 Rahmat Widia Sembiring et al (2010) developed a Clustering High Dimensional Data using 

subspace and projected clustering algorithms. Clustering contains number of methods designed in statistics, 

pattern recognition, data mining and other fields. Subspace clustering specifies clusters of objects in all 

subspaces of a dataset. It can able to generate various overlapping clusters. Subspace clustering and projected 

clustering are the research topics for grouping in high dimensional spaces where three clustering oriented 

algorithms such as PROCLUS, P3C and STATPC are employed. PROCLUS is a technique for locating the 

clusters in planned subspaces are designed for data of high dimensionality. It designs an effective technique 

used for locating areas of higher density in high dimensional data containing good scalability and usability. P3C 

is an algorithm for projected clustering which effectively establish projected clusters in data when reducing the 

number of essential parameters. P3C is initially designed clustering algorithm for numerical and categorical 

data. PROCLUS presented better with time of calculation and generated the less number of un-clustered data as 

STATPC outperforms PROCLUS and P3C with accuracy of both cluster points and related attributes which are 

established.  

 With the encouragement of new growths on manifold learning and L1-regularized models for 

subset selection, Deng Cai Chiyuan&Zhang Xiaofei He (2010) designed a innovative technique called Multi-

Cluster Feature Selection (MCFS) for unsupervised feature selection. Particularly, the authors were chosen the 

features where the multi-cluster structure of the data is conserved in well-designed method. The equivalent 

optimization issue is effectively explained, because it engages a sparse eigen-problem and a L1-regularized least 

squares problem. 

 Existing clustering techniques combines the small cluster with big ones that leads to the taking out 

of individuality of small clusters. The clustering ensemble algorithms presented by Tidke et al (2012) 

concentrated on split and merge technique to rise above the limitation while clustering the big sized clusters. 

Results of the technique on various data sets are in relation to individual clustering results generated by famous 

clustering algorithms. Split and merge method offers a clustering structure which selects its cluster number with 

a suitable runtime and an encouraging accuracy. Split and merge method is very efficient to create an initial 

clustering outcome with mechanically identified number of clusters.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1 Stages involved in Split and Merge cluster 
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               II.METHODS FOR CLUSTERING BASED HUBNESS 

 In a number of recent periodicals the hubness event has been described and surveyed as a general 

problem of machine learning in high dimensional data spaces. Hubs are data points which occur frequently in 

nearest neighbor lists of many additional data points. The effect is mainly difficult for algorithms in likeness 

search, as the similar objects are found over and over again. Data mining is the process of extracting the data 

from huge high dimensional databases used as technology to produce the required information.  

 Nenad Tomasevet al (2013) presented a role of hubness in high dimensional data. The tendency of high-

dimensional data encloses point hubs which often takes place in k-nearest neighbor lists of other points. Hub 

objects contain minimum distance to a large number of data points and anti-hubs contain large distance from 

other data points.  

 Rosy Daset al (2008) presented an integrated examination of microarray information using relationship 

mining and clustering that conclude intrinsic grouping based on co-occurrence patterns in such data. A shared 

nearest neighbor approach is employed to group the outcomes of association mining to achieve the clustering of 

the dataset. The method was used with real-life datasets and found to perform acceptably. 

 Several algorithms are designed for clustering. The k-means clustering and Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) 

clustering are the two popular algorithms for partitioning the numerical data into groups. However, because of 

the demerits of both types of algorithms, researches turned their interest on altering the clustering algorithms. 

Ilango Murugappan&Mohan Vasudev (2012) designed a modification of FCM clustering algorithm called as 

projected cluster based FCM algorithm to enhance the similarity of objects. The author used the standard FCM 

clustering algorithm for sub-clustering high dimensional data into mentioned centroids. At last, testing taken 

place on very large dimensional datasets attained from the standard of data repositories and the outcome of the 

PCFA algorithm is calculated using clustering accuracy, memory usage and the computation time. Sparse 

coding fails to provide a high-quality starting point for addressing the complex task of knowledge transfer from 

numerous heterogeneous data sources. 

 To consider the efficiency of dissimilar types of training divisions a huge number of disjoint training 

divisions with common distributions was created. Subsequently, these training divisions are experientially 

calculated in Rozita et al (2010) and their collision is developed by means of the performance of the system by 

using the feature-based and class-based measures. Mounting mechanisms are more sophisticated methods and 

events for training data subsets with overlaps that fail to unite the filter based data partitioning approach using a 

wrapper based method. 

 Renchu Guanet al (2014) proposed a Text Clustering with Seeds Affinity Propagation. An important 

improvement in text clustering tasks is based on a detailed similarity measurement and on a generic seeds 

construction strategy and is broadly functional to other clustering difficulty domains. The individual impact of 

the similarity metric is effectual in text clustering.  The fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm has been generally 

used to attain the fuzzy k-partitions. This algorithm needs the number of clusters k. To discover mechanically 

the „right‟ number of clusters k, specified data set with various validity indexes algorithms are designed. Many 

indexes fail to function well for clusters with dissimilar overlapping degree. They generally contain an affinity 

to fail in selecting the correct finest clusters number when dealing with some data sets containing overlapping 

clusters. To overcome this, a novel and measure for efficient cluster validity for identifying the optimal number 

of clusters which works with or without a change of overlapping was presented by Ouafa Ammoret al (2008). 

 Mohammed Otair (2013)approximate k-nearest neighbour (k-NN) based spatialclustering using k-d 

tree. An implementation of approximate kNN-based spatial clustering algorithm by means of the K-d tree is 

attained using spatial clustering and evaluates its presentation to the brute-force approach. Brute-force search is 

a very universal problem-solving technique comprising methodically enumerating all probable candidates for 

the explanation and checking whether each candidate satisfies the problem's statement.  The easy series of 

method for the brute force algorithm is given:  

1.  Calculate all the distances between the query point and reference points  

2.  Sort the calculated distances.  

3.  Choose the k reference points with the smallest distances  

4.  Classification vote by k nearest objects.  

5.  Repeat steps (1 to 4) for all query points. 
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 Yi-Hong Chuet al (2010) presented a Density Conscious Subspace Clustering for High-Dimensional 

Data. The divergence problem varies in diverse subspace cardinalities without considering the problems that are 

studied. The previous works operated with a density threshold to recognize the dense regions in all subspaces, 

which resulted in the failure of clustering accuracy level in varied subspace cardinalities.  

III. CONCLUSION   

When clustering high dimensional data, the efficiency and accuracy of the clustering algorithm are poor. The 

proposed research improves the efficiency and accuracy of the clustering algorithm compared with the existing 

methods. To improve the efficiency, the hubness mechanism is used. Subspace clustering determines effective 

cluster validation. However, the issues of hubness are not examined efficiently. Clustering based hubness 

problem is also solved in this research. Finally, this research identifies the relationship between the non-linear 

data variables. And also measure the similarity and cluster the high dimensional variables in a relatively lesser 

amount of processing time. This chapter analyzes the problem area and existing methodsof clustering on high 

dimensional data and finally discusses the organization of the full research. 
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